Admi.VIl016/Auction of old Vehicle.
Date - 16/01/ 2018.
To,
As Per Attach List
Subject - Auction (Quotation)

of old Vehicle.

Sir,
Kindly forward your quotation for the following Works.

Sr.
No.

Make

Qty.

Rate Per
Unit

CGST

SGST

1

2

4

5

6

1.

Esteem (Year
2003)
Indigo (Year 2005)

3
01

2.

Total
Price
7

01

Terms & conditions :1.The sealed covers containing quotations with superscription like "Quotation for Auction of

Old Vehicle" Should be addressed to the Undersigned and sent so as to reach on or before
30/0112018.
2. Quotation after the said date will not be entertained. Undersigned reserves the right
to reject all quotation without assigning reasons therefore.
3. CGST ISGST N}.
along with Xerox copy must submitted by the bidder.
4. Pan Card NO.
5. Vehicle/document will be available for inspection from 18/02/2018 to 01/02/2018 between
10:30 AM To 12:30 PM in YASHADA. No counter conditions or relaxations of conditions
mentioned in Quotation will be accepted.
6. Bid will be opened 01/02/2018 4:00 pm.
7. After offers are opened, auction will be conducted amongst the bidders with the highest offer
as starting bid. Only top three bidder, or those whose bid is up to 25% below the highest bidder,
which ever is more will be eligible to participate in the limited auction after opening the price
bid.
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8. Director General, YASHADA reserves the right either to accept 1 reject any offer at his
discretion. After offers are opened, sale may be postponed or cancelled or Director General,
YASHADA at his discretion can hold a limited auction amongst Bidders who have offered bids.
After auction successful Bidders will have to deposit 25% of the final bid on the spot before
leaving the YASHADA premises. It is therefore necessary that all the Bidders Shall be present at
the time of opening of the price bid at YASHADA on 02/02/2018 at 04.00 hours.
9. All applicable Tax 1 Insurance except road taxes Shall be Payable by the bidder over and
above the bid price.
10. Possession Sale letter will be issued only in the name style of Bidders under which offer is
made. Vehicle should be removed from YASHADA Premises within four days from the
handling over sale letter. In case, vehicles is not removed after four days demurrage will be
charged at the rate of Rs. 2001- per day per vehicle and after 15 days, Director General at his
discretion may confiscate the amount deposited & dispose the vehicle in the best interest of
YASHADA. No complaint will be entertained inthis matter.
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